Gi ven. the voltage distribution alonlS t he slot, expression s for t he radiation pattern , Inpu t adm Ittance, a nd t h e external effi clCncy of an insulated slo tted-s phere antenna surrounded by a homogeneous, isotropic, strongly ion ized sheath are obtained .
Introduction
In connection with the re-en try of a space vehicle into the ear th 's atmosphere, a lmowledge of the ch aracteristics of a transmitting antenna in its prevailing environment is impor tant in order t o achieve the most effective design for effi cien t r adiation. P ar ticularly importan t is the behavior of an an tenn a in a strongly ionized medium.
To study the beh avior of such an an tenna an aly tically, it is n atmal to r epresen t the vehicle, antenna, and smrounding mediums by m eans of simple geometric smfaces leading to mathem atical expressions that can be handled readily. One su ch surface is the cylinder, which has been used by Wai t t o study a number of radiatin g structmes including the dielectric-clad slotted-cylinder antenna radiating into free space [1 j.2 The spherical surface also yields simple, tr actable models for ini tial studies of the subj ect. The slottedsphere antenna r adiating into free space h as been treated by Mushiake and W'ebster [2 ] .
The model used in this paper is an insula ted slo ttedsphere antenna surrounded by an homogen eous, uniform, strongly ionized plasma sheath . Expressions for the inpu t admittance and radia tion ch ar acteristics of the antenna are derived. W'hile the model adopted does not duplicate the shape of th e space vehicle and the surrounding sheath, the analysis n ever theless sheds light on the physical processes in volved and provides approximate formulas for estimating some quantities of inter est. The assumption tha t the sheath is homogen eous is not a good one for the physical situation under consider a tion, but 1 Contribution from Electromagnetic Research Cc.rporation, Washington 5, D.C. 'fh e resear ch reported in t his paper was supported by t he Missile and Space Vehicles D epart ment of t he General E lectric Company under a Depart· ment of the Ai r Force contract. 2 Figures in brackets indicate the literature referen ces at t he end of t his paper.
was mfLde fo r the sake of math em atical simplicity and in the absen ce of information about the gradien ts existing in the sheath.
The conditions e)"'lstin g in the sh eath s LUToundin g a space vehiele during re-en try ar e not well k nown at presen t. If one assumes, however , that a temperature of 5,000° K , a particle density of 1023 per cubic meter and an electron density N of 10 19 per cubic meter are r epresen tative [3] , then simple calculation s [4] give a collision frequency v~109 per second and a plasma frequency wN~lO l1 per second. T he gyromagnetic frequen cy due to the ear th's m agn etic field is roughly 2 7T X 10 6 r adia ns per secon d, whi ch is much less than th e value calculated for the collision frequency. Inspection of the usual formul a for th e index of refraction given in magn eto-ionic theory [5] shows that the effect of th e ear th 's magnetic fi eld on the valu es ob tained for t he index of r efrac tion is v ery small in such cases. Consequently it will be assumed that the sheath can be r egarded as an isotropic medium with an index of r efraction given by n 2 :::::::. 1-(wN/w)2/ (I -iv/w) wher e w is the radian frequency of the signal emit ted by the antenna.
If the transmitted frequency W/27T can be made s ufficiently large, n r educes t o unity and th e oper ation of the ant enna is not affe cted by the presen ce of the sheath . On the other hand, over a wide rango of frequencies, both v/w and wz-l/wv are mu ch gr eater than unity and the index of r efraction is given by n :::::::,wN 2 /iwv . In this case the medium beh aves like a good condu ctor with a conductivity cr = €OW N 2 / V= 97T X IO - 9 N jv. The treatment h ere is confined t o this range of frequen cies.
In th e frequency r ange consider ed , then , it is to be expected that much of th e power supplied to th e antenna will be dissipa ted through ohmic losses in the conducting sheath. The electromagnetic field established by t he sph erical antenna can be decom-posed into the sum of spherical waves corresponding to various spherical modes. B ecause of the conductivity of the ionized sheath , these spherical waves are attenuated as they progress through the sheath. When t he waves reach the outer boundarv of the sh eath , reflection takes place, and the amplIt udes of t he waves transmitted into free space are further r educed .
It is important to compare t he magnitudes of the effects of attenuation and r eflection on the transmitted waves. The attenuation of aU lower order modes is essentially equal to that of a plane wave propagating through a medium having the same electromagnetic properties as the shea th and the same thickness. Being exponential, it is the more significant loss over most of the frequency range under considerfttion. Measured in decibels, the attenuation is directly proportional to the square root of the transmitter frequency . It follows that attenuation loss is reduced by lowering the frequency, at least in the range in which the sheath acts lik e a good cond uctor.
In contrast, reduction in amplitude of the transmitted waves due to poor tmnsmission through the outer boundary of the sheath incr eases as the frequency is lowered. Eventually, then, ftn optimum frequency is reached which represents the b est compromise between attenuation and reflection loss.
In view of the necessity to opemte at a fairly low frequency to minimize attenuation loss, it is logical to consider the case where the frequ ency is so low that the sphere is a small antenna, i.e ., that it has a radius that is small compared to the free-space wavelength. In this case, simple expressions are obtained for the input impedance of the slot, the radiation pattern, the external efficiency of the antenna, and the optimum frequency of opemtion .
In fact, for a small antenna, the reflection of a given mode at the outer boundary of the sheath increases strongly with the order of the mode, so that the radiation pattern is due only to the lowest order mode and is essentially the pattern of a small current loop. Since the higher order modes contribute little to the radiation field in this case, the expression obtained for the ratio of power radiated by t he slo t to that deliv ered to the slo t turns out to be the product of three factors, one r epresenting the rat,io of power supplied to the lowest order mode to that suppli ed to all modes, the second r epresenting attenuation of the lowest order mode in its passage through the sheath , an d the third r epresenting the transmission coefficient fo r the latter mode at the outer boundary of the sheath.
In all cases it is necessary that the ftntennft be provided with an insulating cover in the immediate vicinity of the feed in order that the ftss umed voltage or current distribution is realized and that conduction losses in the ionized medium not be exorbitant . The case treated here is that of an insulating Iftyer which covers the entire spherical surface. A criterion is established for the thickness of this insuIftting layer . 526 
. Formulation of the Problem
Consider a p erfectly conducting sphere of radius a covered with a dielectric coating of outer radius b, which in turn is surrounded by an ionized sheath of outer radius c. On the sphere, a narrow slot of length 2l (measured along the surface of the sphere) and of width 28 is lo cated with its center at O= 7r/2 , cp= O and its ends at O= 7r/2, cp= ±l/a as shown in figure 1 . The problem. under consideration is to determine the exterior admittance of the slo t, assuming that it is fed at the center, and to obtain the radiation field.
The outer medium is assumed to b e free space. The electromagnetic properties of the dielectric coating will be characterized by its permeability 1-' 1 , and its complex dielectric constant E;. Since the coating is assumed to have no conductivity, the complex dielectric constant is real and equal to the ordinary dielectric constant, E; = El ' The properties of the ionized sheath are characterized by the constants 1-'2 and E;. In this case, however , the medium has finite conductivity, and the complex dielectric constant E; is equal to E2 + (a/iw) where E2 is the equivalent dielectric constant and IT the equi valent conductivity of the ionized layer. The permeability, 1-'2, of the ionized region is the sam e as that of free space, 1-'0' It has b een assumed that th e ionized sh eath acts like a good condu ctor. Thus IT is large compared to WE2, so th at E;""'IT/iw.
Use will be mad e of the constants k = W..jI-'E' \ and 1) = ..jI-'/ E' , ik being the complex propagation constant and 1) the complex impedance of the medium to plane waves. In the dielectric and in free space both of the e co nstfl,n ts will be l'e fl,l , while in the ionized sh eath lc2~·JwJl2 (J" e-i7r / 4 alld 7J2~"/wJld (J" e i7r4 / . R at ion alized MKS units fwd a time variation e+ iw t are em ployed.
A formal solution of the ex terior electromagnetic boundary value problem for ft sphere has been given by B ailin and Silver [6] . Written below is a formal solu tion obtained usin g theu' procedure under the assumption that the impressed electric intensity Eo Ca, 8, q,) on the surface of the sphere is an even fUll ction of q, (since the slot is fed at the center) and tha,t the impressed electric intensity E q, (a, 0, q, ) is negligible. The functions employed differ from those used by Bailin and Silver, however, and the constants obtained differ by a common factor.
Using the index }. = 1,2,3 to refer to the d ielectric, the sheath, and free space, respectively, the formal solution for the electromagnetic field is and
r S1l1 0 oroq,
The sup erscripts E and H refer to electric and magnetic type modes, respectively. The constant oom= l if m = O; oom= O if m~O. The functions J>n:.
(cos 0) are normalized associated Legendre polynomial [7] while the radial fun ctions Z~~ (K Ar) and Z;{~(KAr) are linear combinations of the functions
whe re I n+1I2 (z) , H~I~1I2(Z) and H~2~1I2(Z) arc the us ual Bessel and Hankel functions or order n + 1/2 [8] .
The voltage distribu tion across the slot is assumed to be known . Since the slot is fed at the center, the distribution is an even f unction of the azimuthal angle cj>, and can be expanded in a Fourier co ine senes 
Formal Solution
The equations given in ection 2 above can b e used to derive formal expression for the input admittance and l'adiation6 eld of the slotted-sphere antenna of figure 1. In this section, the procedure for obtaining t,hese expressions is given.
Input Admittance
To obtain a formal expression for the input admittance is a fairly straightforward procedure, Equation (6) IS substitu ted into (3) (1) . The input admittance is obtained by equating the conjugate of the complex power supplied to the slot to that radiated by the slot.
Here the integration can be taken over the entire sphere since. this must give the same result as integration over the face of the slot alone (Ee being zero elsewhere) . E~ is the complex conjugate of E e, and is obtained from eq (6). This procedure gives a double series expansion for the input admittance.
Z~l'(kla) n(n+ 1) (8) Equation (8) is exact if thf:l impressed voltage distribution given by (6) is realized and if the radi.al functions are known. 3 
Determination of the Radial Functions
Since the voltage distribution across the slot is assumed known, the only quantities left to determine in eq (8) are the radial function s, 2~I(klT) and Z;{I(kIT). They are determined from the boundary conditions of continuity of the tangential components of the electric and magnetic intensities at the inner and outer boundaries of the sheath, and by the radiation condition at infinity. If the sheath is sufficiently thick, it may be assumed that waves reflected from the boundary c between the sheath and free space can be neglected at the boundary b between the sheath and the dielectric. This assumption is not necessary, but it is a good one for the physical situation considered, and it simplifies the expressions obtained. Under this assumption, the input admittance is the same as if the ionized sheath were of infinite thickness.
a . Deter mination of Z~l a nd Z l~l
Treating the electric type modes first, III the dielectric let
which represents the superposition of an outgoing and a standing wave 4 resulting from reflection, and 3 In t be case treated by Muskiake aurl Webster of an uninsulated slotted sphere antenna radiating into free space the80 fuuctions are simply the fuuetions h~Z); defined in eq (4).
• The fuuetion h!1) (kir) which represents a reflected wave can, of eOllrse, be nsed instead of j,(k,r), but t he latter t urns out to he more convenient when the functions are approximated for small values of the argument since it turns ont that only one term in the series expansion for j,(kIT) needs to be retained, while two arc neecled if h (~) (k,r) Is used.
in the sheath let (9b ) which represents an outgoing wave only, in accordance with the assumption above that waves reflected from the boundary at c may b e neglected at b. R~I and T~1 are constants which must be chosen to satisfy the boundary conditions at the intertace between the insulating layer and the ionized sheath. The boundary conditions will be met if h,Z~).(lC).T) and e~Z~).(h,T) are continuous at the boundary. Therefore we have le 2 b) e/bl \2) (klb )-R~l elj n(klb )= T;{lf;M2) (k2b).
REI -k,e;M2)1 (k1b)M 2 ) (k2b)
The expression above for T~I may be simplified by using the ' Wronskian,
The radial functions Z;{I(leIT) and Z;{2(lc2T) for the magnetic type modes may be determined in the same manner. Thus let
Z~{I (kIr) = M2) (klr)-R~ljn(lclr) Z;{2 (k2r) = Tlj,IM2 ) (k2r) .
(ll )
In this case the boundary conditions are satisfied if le).Z;{).1 (h,r) and /l).Z;{A(le)o.r ) arc continllous at the boundary.
Comparing the boundary conditions for the electric and magnetic cases, it is evident that the expressions for R;{1 and T;{I are the same as those for R~I and T~l given in eq (10) but with /l). replacing e~ (or e). where e).=e~) throughout.
Vlith the radial functions Z~I and Z;{I given by eq (9), (10), and (ll), eq (8) provides a formal solution to the problem of an insulated slotted sphere antenna radiating into an electrically thick conducting layer.
b. Determination of Z~3(k3T) and Z~3(k3T) In order to obtain the radiation fi eld from (1) , (2) , and (3), the functions 2~3(k3r) and Z;:3(lc3r) must be determined. Let (12) The first term in the upper equation represents the outgoing wave given in (9b). The second term r epresents the reflected wave which was neglected in (9b ). The lower equation represents an outgoing wave only, in order to satisfy the radiation condition at infinity. The procedure for determining T~2 is the same as that used to determine T~l, except that the function h~l ) 1 eplaces the function j n ' Consequently
The ' Wronskian in the numerator in this case is equal to 2i. T~2 can be obtained from (13) by substituting J. ll -. for ~~.
Radiation Field
With the radial functions in free sp ace determin ed from (12) and (13) and from the corresponding expressions for the magnetic case, the radiation fi eld can b e derived from (1) , (2), (3), and (4) . The e and <j J components of th e elect ric intensity in frce space are The radiation field so determined is exact for an insulated slotted sphere antenna radiating through an electrically thick sheath.
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Approximate Solution
The expressions for the input admittance and the radiation field can be greatly simplified in the case wher e the sphere is a small antenna. If the frequency is sufficiently low, then the distance b is small compared to the wavelength in the dielectric, and c is small compared to the wavelength in free space. The conductivity of the sheath has already been assumed large so that b is a large number of skin depths. Then kia, k1b, and k3C are small while k2b and k2c are large. Functions of kia, klb and k3C consequently can b e replaced by their approximations for small arguments, while functions of k2b and k2c can be replaced by their asymptotic expansions for large arguments. It will be assumed that the insulating layer is thin , i.e., that (b-a) /b«1.
.1. Input Admittance
When these approximations are made the input admittance eventually reduces [9] to In form , eq (15) r epresen ts th e total admittance of t wo types of circuits in p arallel, one circuit corresponding to each mode. Th e first type of circuit contains the surface impedance 112 of t h e ionized sh eath in series with an equivalent inductance J. ll(b -a) . This circuit apparently is a sociated with the currents flowing on the surface of the sphere togeth er with those induced on the inLerface betw een the dielectric and ionized layers. The second type of circuit also con tains the surface impedance 712, this time, however, in series wi th an equivalent capacitance 0 = ~lab /n(n + 1) (b-a) b et ween the sphere and the interface. This circuit is associated with displacement currents flowing between the sphere and the interface.
If b-c is made extremely small, the properties of the first medium disappear from eq (5 ), which reduces to the admittance of a sphere with no dielectric coating. The admittance would then be v ery large because of the low impedance 112 of the ionized medium, so that the slot would be vjrtually shortcircuited." This makes evident the need for an insulating covering of the sphere. We shall consider, therefore, only the case where the dielectric coa ting is thick enough to be completely effective in r educin g the shunting effect of the ionized sheath across the slot; that is, we assume that /k2/(b-a» > (}1-Z/J.lI )kiab. This is equivalent to (16) ' Also, the assumed voltage diot ri bution migh t not be reali r,cd in t his case.
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The requirement above on the size of b-a can be interpreted as requiring that this spacing between the plates of the equivalent capacitor be large enough so the capacitive reactance is large compared to the complex impedance of the ionized medium. In other words, we require th e spacing to be large enough to prevent the surface currents on the sphere from being short-circuited by displacement currents flowing to the ionized sheath.
Under this stipulation, which is given quantitatively by eq (16), the final expression for Y becomes
This was obtained under the assumptions that
Since the slot length is small compared to the wavelength, a triangular voltage distribu tion will be assumed. In this case the coefficients in the Fourier cosine series expansion of V(¢) are
Using this distribution, the summation in eq (17) is dependent only on the ratio l/a (tlll'ough the factor V ;n/V2(O», where l is the half-length of the slot and a is the radius of the sphere. 
.2 . Radiation Field
W'hen the various approximations listed in (18) are used, and in addition, when it is assumed the outer radius, c, of the plasma sheath is small compared to a wavelength, the radiation field is found to be due only to the TEll (H-type) mode. Other modes can be neglected because they all cont.ain higher powers of the quantity k 3C as factors. The radiation field due to the TEll mode has the form (2 1) The electric field has components in both the 8 an d ¢ directions . These differ on Iv in their dependence on the e and ¢ coordinates. If a trausformation is made to new coordinates 8', ¢' , as shown in figure 2 , where the new polar angle 8' is measured from the y-axis, and the new azimuthal angle ¢' is measured from the z-axis, then the electric field has only a single component, given by (22) The field pattern is now given by the factor sin 8'. This is exactly the pattern of a loop lying in the xz-plane with center at the origin. This is the meridian plane of the currents which flow from one edge of the slot around the sphere to the opposite edge of the slot.
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Radiation Intensity and Input Power
From eq (22), it is easy 1,0 calculate the power radiated per unit solid angle, or the radiation intensity.
The radiation in tensity is
The total input power, P, which includes both the power radiated and the power absorbed by the sheath, is given by the real part of YV(0)2/2. From eq (1 7) this is found to be
External Efficiency
A measure of the efficiency of the antenna can be obtained by calculating the external efficiency,or ratio of the radiated power to the input power supplied to the slo t. This ratio then can be examined for an optimum choice of the design parameters. This, however, is only a partial optimization procedure, ince it does not consider all the factors which determine the overall efficiency of the a ntenna. In particular, it docs not include the losses in the matching networks necessary to feed the lot from the source of power. These losses will depend on the Q of the matching network and thc input impedance. This latter problem, however, can be evaluated since the input impedance of the slo t alreadY has been determin ed.
D en~oting the external efficicncy by ~,
Substituting (23) and (24) into (25), and integrating Each of the brackets in (26) has physical significance. The first bracket is the ratio of the power delivered to the magnetic type mode n = m = l (TEll), (which is the only mode contributing significantly to the radiation field) to that delivered to all the modes. The second bracket is the overall power transmission coefficient for this mode (i.e., the ratio of power of this mode that is radiated to that entering the sheath). It consists of an exponential factor representing attenuation through the sheath, and a second factor due to reflection at the outer surface of the sheath. The latter is the product of (k3C)2 and the factor 4.J2"jTJ2 Ih3 which in turn is the power transmission coeffiClent for a plane wave progressing across a plane surface from a medium of intrinsic in1pedance 7]2 to one whose intrinsic impedance is 7]3 (with h21< < 7]3).
Optimization Procedures
The expression above is proportional to the efficiency (ratio of radiatcd power to total input power) of the slot antenna if it is assumed that feeding losses are not important compared to losses in Lhe sheftth. Thercfore, it is desirable to consider the means for maximizing the cxpression given in cq (26). In thc first plftce, if the size of the vehicle is given, the quantiLies band c arc fairly well fixed .
Since the outcr medium is free space The optimum frequency thcn is (27) This is thc frcqucncy Lhat makes the sheaLh thickness, c-b, equal to two-and-one-half skin depths in the ionized mcdium.
The only other quantity in (26) besides the frequency that can be varied to make the expression a maximum is the ratio (28) The magnitude of this can be varied by changing the length of the slot. In general, the efficiency is increased by increasing the slot length.
The thickness, b-a, of the diclectric layer does not appear in the expression (26) for the efficiency provided condition (16) is met. It does, however, appear in (20) where it is present as a term representing an additional series inductance.
. Appendix
A situation that is possibly of greater practical interest than t,he entirely insulated spherical antenna treated above is the case of the partially insulated slotted sphere, one octant of which is illustrated in figme 3. The angular width of the dielectric cover is the same as the angular width of the slot and is equ al to 2cpo. The angular height of the slot is 2if;o. Th e outer smface of the dielectric is flush with the surface of the conducting sphere. The input impedance of this configmation was estimated [9) (for low frequencies) by calculating the input admittance of a rectangular parallelepiped obtained by straightening the cmved dielectric slab. The result was y = ·15<'h.
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The external efficiency resul ting in this case was also derived. The attenuation and reflection losses are given in db by where th e bracket is, of comse, the same as the second one in eq (26). The loss to higher order modes is given by a different expression, however, and is plotted in figure 4 .
CONDUCTING SPHERE IONIZED SHEATH
Fl GURE 3. Partiall y insulated slotted-sphere antenna. 
